
�
Isaias Blue is a Cheerful Geek who loves the outdoors with a angling ace aspiration and is (yet 
another) founder for Pinsters legacy challenge.  After putting the knight into the family inventory, 
joining the scientist career, and nipping to the library to buy some seeds, he set about fishing and 
collecting in various parts of the world, giving the plants time to grow so that we can get a complete 
garden.

�   
Several weeks later Isaias is a level 8 scientist.  He has managed to collect all the plants except; 
Plantain, Sage, Bird of Paradise, Bonsai, Cowberry, Deathflower, Dragonfruit, Orchid, 
Pomegranate and the Sixam plants.  All of these can be obtained through grafting (except the 
Sixam plants, which we need a level 10 scientist to obtain.  We also need a Crytunium metal to 
complete that collection, as well a peach and an amethyst for the crystals.  Fishing is still quite 
poor, we have only found 11 so far, but that is to be expected as we have not been fishing in the 
Forgotten Grotto, or Sylvian Glades, but more common areas which had plants that we needed.  
We are making imaginative use of the cloning machine and need fixer serums.  Isaias has not slept 



for the past week.  He is about one third of the way through his adult life bar, so getting a age away 
serum before he turns elder would also be good.

�   

Bit of tinkering with the Transform option on the simray on the last day that we  are joining Isaias to 
work.  With have upgraded the wormhole generator so that we can can travel to Sixam, so there is 
nothing left that we need to do at work…

�   
… apart from completing the metals collection.

I had planned on Isasis drinking the age away potion on his elder birthday, but as we had no 
xonopetrium on that day (we had not preordered it the day before) we had to buy a potion of youth.  
We made sure that we made a copy of it before drinking.  



�
As this is a legacy challenge at some point Isaias found this Alien to drink Rose Perfume and have 
babies with.  The plan is to have four children, complete as many collections as possible whilst 
completing as many aspirations as possible.  

�
The toddler grind was painful - we lacked the necessary adults to give everyone our full attention 
which is very valuable with the toddlers as you get rewards for getting all skills to level 5.


